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Themed Weddings or Weddings with a Distinctive Style
When you have a distinctive style or theme that you
would like for your wedding you need to ensure that
the supplier you choose will listen exactly to your
requirements and match your ideas with the style of the
venue. As a supplier of bouquets, table centres, chair
covers, backdrops, drapes and full venue styling I can
style a wedding through every aspect.
I would meet up with you and get a detailed list of your
requirements and the venue(s). Also asking you to
bring any pictures you have seen and like and colour
samples to the meeting. Working with my portfolio of over 5000 photos of my previous work, samples of
vases, fabrics and flowers and your ideas and samples, I would show you lots of photos of both bouquets
and full venue styling to gain an idea of what you do like and what you don’t, and what fits into the style of
wedding you require.
Your required style can be made a reality with care from a supplier – I use
different flowers to give different effects for example Roses for elegant,
Gladioli, Freesias and Gypsophilia for country style, Anthurium and
Strelitzia for tropical, Orchids for contemporary. I also custom make table
decorations for themed styles, including feather displays, crystal and light
designs and themed centres.
The addition of embellishments and details are very important - lights,
candles, ribbons, butterflies, feathers, diamontes, pearls etc to enhance the
style required.
The style, age, lighting and colours of the venue
also would be very important when discussing
the style/theme of the wedding required eg. tall
ceilings look great with tall centrepieces, older
venues may not look good with modern designs,
lower ceilings look nice with shorter displays,
modern venues need modern designs usually.
Lighting – this is imperitive to make the whole
style come together – you made need to add
uplighters, a fairylight back drop, candles or LED
lights in the flowers to get the final style you
require if the venue lighting is not as you wish.

Don’t forget the supplier should make the most of any
features in the venue – I would decorate a nice
staircase with a flower garland or swags of organza
and ribbons – flower displays for the top of a nice
mantelpiece, garlands around beams and pillars with
or without lights etc I would also avoid decorating a
feature you did not like in the venue – or cover it
completely with drapes maybe.
Chair covers may be needed dependent on the style
required and the look of the venue’s chairs
modern/contemporary looks good with white covers and a sash – black covers maybe for a black theme –
country styles may not need them at all. These can be used in conjunction with organza table overlays or
drapes to add more colour if the venue is a neutral background.
I would listen to you and suggest ideas to complement your style required, but also query ideas and suggest
alternatives if I thought they would not work in the chosen venue, in this way you can work together to
come up with a detailed list of flowers and decorations to make your day exactly how you would like it..
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